Mirror Forest
of the other side
is reflected on the surface
& what is on 1 side

But ghosts cast no shadows
Or the mirror holds no ghost

& the surface is on 1 side
& the other side is seen through
a forest darkly
for the woods are the story
& the woods are before that
The forest is before the shadow
& the story falls before
the forest & shadows the woods
but the woods hold the story
as the story holds the woods
the woods are the story
So that holding the story
1 enters the forest
as 1 enters the story
but the story is a farther wood
are beyond the story
the woods & the woods
The story though is beyond
As well the woods
beyond the forest
are a book aflame
& light
movement between shadow
Where the fire is
& the ground is a mirror
through which a shade
passes